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of the American constitutional system. The debasement of party govern 
ment in the United States has been traced to the State and National 

nominating conventions which replaced the party caucuses in the legis 
latures and in Congress; but, in fact, the convention was adopted because 

the legislative caucus was thought undemocratic. Let us not be led 

astray by generalizations. Each institution has its limitations and will 

work well only within those limits." 

As significant as any part of the book is the fourth, and last division, 
which deals in chief with the employment of experts, administrative and 

other, in popular government. The lesson of European cities is taken 

to heart, and the frequently ignored fact is pointed out that examples 
of expert management controlled by representatives of the public are 

to be found throughout the political system of England. This part of the 
discussion flows with beautiful clearness from the theoretic consideration 

of public opinion as limited by the possibility of knowing the facts. 

Indeed, throughout the treatise the manner in which the author keeps 
within the formal limits of his titular theme and logically carries out 

its point of view constitutes a rare merit. But in this book one gets 

beyond theories and 
" 

idols of the tribe 
" 

to essential facts, both material 

and psychological. Everywhere there is evidence of that refined common 

sense which absorbs and sifts special knowledge instead of being warped 
or overloaded by it?a gift which at its highest is possessed by few 
scholars. It is not too much to say that Public Opinion and Popular 

Government is worth every one's reading. The volume has statistical 

value as containing two appendices embodying what is said to be the most 

complete view of the practice of the initiative and referendum which has 

thus far been given. 

Our Friend John Burroughs. By Clara Barrus. Boston and New 

York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1914. 

There is a good deal of John Burroughs's self in this book about 

him, although, perhaps, what it adds to the impression one gains from 

his writings is not greatly important. The discourse is just a bit idolatrous 

in tone, and may even awaken a slight sense of protest in the hearts 

of some of the less 
" 

tender-minded," who do not relish the flavor of 
a cult. Still, it is chatty and agreeably atmospheric, not too exclamatory 
or effusively appreciative. It is the kind of book in which one finds here 

and there interesting bits. There is, for instance, the story Mr. Bur 

roughs told the author about his first sight of Emerson : " 
It was at 

West Point during the June examinations of the cadets. Emerson had 

been appointed by President Lincoln as one of the board of visitors. . . . 

I did not hear him speak, but watched him going about, with a silk hat, 
much too large, pushed back on his head; his sharp eyes peering into 

everything, curious about everything. 
' 
Here/ said I to myself, 

' 
is a 

countryman who has got away from home and intends to see all that 

is going on ??such an alert, interested air !" Walt Whitman, too, enters 

with familiar gusto. 
" 

He used to take Sunday breakfasts with us in 

Washington," said John Burroughs. 
" 

Mrs. Burroughs makes capital 

pancakes, and Walt was very fond of them; but he was always late to 

breakfast. The coffee would boil over, the griddle would smoke, car 

after ear would go jingling by, and no Walt. Sometimes it got to be 
vol. cxcix.?no. 703 60 
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a little trying to have domestic arrangements so interfered with; but a 

car would stop at last, Walt would roll off it, and saunter up to the door? 

cheery, vigorous, serene, putting every one in a good humor. And how 

he ate!" 

By far the best parts of the book are the autobiographical sketches? 

letters from John Burroughs which the author has reproduced without 

change. And here we have, if no very striking or connected tale of out 

ward experience or inner growth, characteristic John Burroughs talks, 

sunshiny, substantial, as real as the most commonplace incidents of ordi 

nary lives, yet anything but dull or commonplace themselves. The writer 

builds up no romantic illusions, but his truth transforms everything to 

gold. He dwells affectionately on the past, bringing it back when he 

chooses with atmosphere, but without mistiness. His father, he tells us, 
did not like his son's tendency to books : " 

He was afraid, as I learned later, 
that I would become a Methodist minister?his pet aversion." When 

the boy asked him for an algebra, he inquired, 
" 
What is an algebra V1 

and refused the money. On the father's side of the family were 
" no 

fishermen, or hermits, or dreamers," but there was a marked and out 

spoken religious strain. But 
" 

Grandfather Kelly was a lover of solitude, 
as all dreamers are, and Mother's happiest days, I think, were those spent 
in the fields after berries. The Celtic element, which I get mostly from 

her side, has no doubt played an important part in my life. My idealism, 

my romantic tendencies, are largely her gift." In the mood of easy 

reminiscence, he tells the inconsequential but delightful story of how his 

grandfather, 
" 

when a boy in Connecticut, once put his hand in a blue 

bird's nest and felt, as he said, 
* 

something comical 
' 

; he drew out his 

hand, which was followed by the head and neck of a black snake; he took 

to his heels, and the black snake after him. (I rather think that's a myth.) 
He said his uncle, who was plowing, came after the black snake with a 

whip, and the snake slunk away. He thought he remembered that," 
adds John Burroughs. 

u 
It may be a black snake might pursue one, but 

I doubt it." This is the kind of tale story-writers prize and sometimes 

try to make much of, with the result of spoiling it. A touch like the 
" 

something comical 
" 

is one that genius unaided by memory could hardly 

supply. 

Literary feeling and the habit of observation began too early for analy 
sis to throw much light on them. John Burroughs remembers the im 

pressions made upon him by a passage in the Life of Washington 
" 

when 

he was not more than six or seven years old, and how while playing 
about the house with his brother Hiram he would frequently stop and read 

this passage aloud. His 
" 

nature study 
" 

had nothing in common with 

the modern systematic 
" 

peeping and prying 
" 

; that sort of thing, he 

thinks, would have cured him of his love of nature. 
" 
What, or who 

as I grew up, gave my mind its final push in this direction would not be 

easy to name. It is quite certain that I got it through literature, and 

more especially through the works of Audnbon when I was twenty-five 
or twenty-six years of age." Indeed, he does not so much attempt the 

impossible task of accounting for his literaiy tastes as write eloquently 
about Emerson : 

" 
What a bold front he did put on in the presence of 

the tyrannies of life ! He stimulated us by a kind of heavenly bragging 
and saintly flouting of humdrum that ceases to impress us as we grow 
old." The whole passage is wTorthy to become a locus classicus. Emerson, 
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indeed, nearly proved a dominating literary influence: Mr. Burroughs 
once wrote an essay, unconsciously Emersonian, which went into Poole's 

Index as by Emerson, and was attributed to the same great source by 
Professor Hill of Harvard, who quoted a line from it in his Rhetoric. 

When the author saw his essay 
" 

through the perspective of print," he 

promptly decided that that sort of thing wouldn't do, and, turning to 

nature, developed his own characteristic style. Comparing himself with 

Stevenson, whose facility he envies, Mr. Burroughs draws a distinction 

that is rather an important line of cleavage in literature. 
" 

Stevenson 

had no burden of meaning to deliver, . . . but he certainly could invest 

common things and thoughts with rare grace and charm. ... I could 

not grow eloquent over a broomstick, unless it was the stick of the broom 

that used to stand in the corner behind the door in the old kitchen at? 

home." Those who care greatly for intimate details will find much in 

this book, and the parts that John Burroughs wrote himself are thoroughly 

good. _ 

The Tragedy of Pompey the Great. By John Masefield. New York : 

The Macmillan Company, 1914. 

In reading this play of Mr. Masefield's it is, unfortunately, difficult to 

get over the feeling that the thing is a rather pale modern equivalent of 

an Elizabethan 
" 

history." One sympathizes heartily, of course, with the 

motive that has led the author to avoid at all costs any effect of stately 
stiffness?even though such a line as, 

" 
Oh, my dear, beloved master ! 

I'm that drove mad, I can hardly talk of it," falls somewhat notably 
short of the Shakespearean standard. There is, indeed, in this drama 

much of Mr. Masefield's characteristic actuality, his power of realizing 

emotion, and of making a crisis seem real and imminent. His scenes 

are animated; there is a real stir of life in them; in Pompey's household 

a genuine distraction is portrayed, and the reader is made to feel the 

reaction of great issues pending in the world outside. And yet there 

is something lacking. One doesn't like to lay stress on the point that 

there is nothing particularly Roman in the characters of Pompey and Metel 

lus Scipio, for surely it is infinitely better to represent these historic 

persons as resembling modern business men weighted down by heavy cares 

and troubled by human feelings in the midst of terrible responsibilities 
than to make them mere classic figureheads, declamatory and modern. 

Nevertheless, the doctrine that human nature is a constant may be car 

ried somewhat too far; the Elizabethans were not as we, nor was the 

Roman undertone of thought and feeling of quite the same quality as 

ours: one would like to make every one realize that Caesar's Commentaries 

are as interesting, and in a way as modern, as the most recent book of 

military memoirs, yet the difference remains. And the difference really 
needs to be expressed?in manner and in manners?as Mr. Masefield has 

expressed it. When we read a play of which the scene is ancient Rome, 
we want to feel as if we had been transported thither?not as if Scipio 
and Pompey had walked into our library in modern garb and sat down 

to discuss their affairs. Cato, moreover, in this play, seems little more 

than a voice of lamentation and foreboding: so far as we are able to 

seize his character at all, we apprehend him as somewhat shrill and femi 

nine. The note of severitas is generally absent, and in connection with 

Pompey himself one feels rather more pathos than heroism. A speech 
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